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The Generator Equation of the Universe.
We call in Fractal Physics, the Metrics of
the 5th Dimension, the Generator of the
Universe since it generates the scales,
topologies and forms of reality - a simple
equation tha combines the 2 inverse arrows
of reality, energy & information. When we
loose energy/entropy/motion we gain
form/information. Systems combine both:
bodies of energy and information heads. A
logic combination of both is an action, exi,
unit of the physical world.Creation is a
logic fractal that reproduces information,
4-D, living forms- an impersonal God - a
generator function of 2 inverses yang vs
yin, ei. Each species, a complex puzzle of
infinite fractal recombinations of 2 forms
in motion, the line of energy/entropy, the
cycle of in/form/ation. Each of us is a
complex function of exi=st-ence generated
by that equation. We are made of actions of
energy and time, bodies and heads.All what
you see are systems of energy (body or
fields) and information (particles and
heads) that gauge information, act with
their energy upon reflecting, calculating
that information in an stop and go game
which is the essence of existence: moving
and stopping EsTi, in a feed-back equation
of states or poles of reality which resumes
all its events. Because there is nothing
more, we can derive the 4 invariances of
the
Universe
from
its
generator
equation.The
new
invariances
that
complete Einsteins model of the Universe
(invariance of motion) are:- The invariance
of topological forms of in/form/ation,
shown in the existence of only 3 topologies
in a 4-dimensional Universe, which
correspond to the 3 forms of all systems,
the energetic membrane or sphere, the
toroidal body that exchanges energy and
information
with
the
hyperbolic,
informative, central zero point of the
system: E(membrane) I(point)We derive
from the invariance of 2 states of reality,
motion, form and its combined actions,
exi:- The invariance of the 4 temporal
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events or actions that combine energy and
form and its time frequencies, which
determine the causality and life-death
cycles of all systems of the Universe,
among them the invariance of 3 time ages
of life and the parallel 3 states of matter in
physical systems.- And the invariance of
scale, first studied by Mandelbrot with his
work on fractals, which is the origin of the
laws of emergence as the geometric
properties of the single systems of
space-time emerge in the quantum scale,
and the actions and complementarity laws
of quantum systems emerge in all
biological systems, also made of cyclical
informative particles/heads and lineal,
energetic body/fields; and finally the laws
of sociological systems which evolve into
bigger wholes guided by the arrow of
eusocial evolution.The 4 invariances of the
Universe, motion, form, time frequency
and scale can be formalized with an
equation, the Fractal Generator of the
Universe, which maximizes them, under
the restrictions of the mathematical and
logic laws that describe each invariance.
ANd this is the ultimate meaning of the
function of existence: ? Exi=K, each
element represent an invariance, of scale, ?,
of energy-space, or information-form... and
so on. Needless to say the study of that
equation is a rich field hardly
explored.Such fractal generator has 3
maximal points, which correspond in form
to the only 3 topologies of a 4-dimensional
Universe; and in time to the 3 ages or
phases of all living beings and states of
matter. Thus all stable systems will be a
combination of the 3 topologies that
maximize the fractal generator and all
mutations and unstable particles will be
incomplete sets of those 3 maximal points
or vibrational modes creating around
them.From a logical perspective, the
Fractal Generator, its laws of invariance
and its maximal points in space and time
form an algorithm, which is constantly run
by the Universe and generates all its living
and non-living systems.
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Principles of Quantum Universe - arXiv Feb 9, 2015 () The universe may have existed forever, according to a new
model Using the quantum-corrected Raychaudhuri equation, Ali and Das .. I can only wonder if another generation of
cosmologists will chase after Gauge theory - Wikipedia This article describes the mathematics of the Standard Model
of particle physics, a gauge This plays a role similar to that of the Schrodinger equation in non-relativistic quantum
mechanics, . which could explain the dominance of matter over antimatter in our current universe. .. where ti are the
generators of the group. Standard Model (mathematical formulation) - Wikipedia Jan 4, 2013 (As Feynman has
pointed out, every equation in the world can be written U=0 know about physics beyond the everyday, e.g. at the origin
of the universe. . as youve done, since the Lie algebra basis generators are usually 5D Cosmology cerntruth May 3,
2016 Cathal OConnell explains the equations. and predict the future as far as the ultimate fate of the Universe.
Occasionally over the past few centuries, a new equation endowed the next generation with a new magical tool, 9
Equations True Geeks Should (at Least Pretend to) Know WIRED finite improbability generator, give it a fresh
cup of really hot tea and turn it on! Doulglas Adams has been a very big influence on my life and the Universe Unity of
Forces in the Universe: (In 2 Volumes) - Google Books Result A better response is to note that the many-universe
generator itself, whether central equation of general relativity, that is Einsteins equation.31 Without either Theoretical
Physicist James Gates finds computer code in string Buy Gods Equation: Einstein, Relativity, and the Expanding
Universe on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. No Big Bang? Quantum equation predicts universe has no
beginning Feb 4, 2014 8 Mathematical principles of description of the Universe 233 13.1 The equations of the theory
of .. group has infinite number of generators. Readings in Philosophy of Religion: Ancient to Contemporary Google Books Result Apr 9, 2014 If Theoretical Physicists are finding bits of computer code in their equations, it will
likely galvanize further support for the Simulated Universe Six physics equations that changed the course of history
Cosmos Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Generator Equation of the Universe. at . Read honest
and unbiased product reviews from Customer Reviews: The Generator Equation of the Universe. G. By working out
the generator matrices for this representation appropriate for F#, and for G, and employing Equation (12) which holds in
any representation, The World of Everyday Experience, In One Equation Sean Carroll Oct 29, 2013
Cosmologically, the new equation suggests a universe that expands . in a 1989 episode of Star Trek: The Next
Generation titled The Royale, MathFiction: Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy (Douglas Adams) Feb 8, 2012 Meet
the mathematical masters of the universe. It also uses random number generator equations for timing signals,
trigonometric equations Seven equations that rule your world New Scientist There are two energy generation
processes that operate in the universe: of the work produced must also be included in the energy-out side of the
equation. Amazon The Generator Equation of the Universe. (English Edition We call in Fractal Physics, the
Metrics of the 5th Dimension, the Generator of the Universe since it generates the scales, topologies and forms of reality
- a simple Gods Equation: Einstein, Relativity, and the Expanding Universe The Standard Model of particle physics
is the theory describing three of the four known . Second and third generation charged particles, on the other hand, decay
with Neutrinos of all generations also do not decay, and pervade the universe, but Family Structure from Periodic
Solutions of an Improved Gap Equation. The Generator Equation of the Universe. eBook: Luis Sancho We call in
Fractal Physics, the Metrics of the 5th Dimension, the Generator of the Universe since it generates the scales, topologies
and forms of reality - a simple The Simpsons and Fermats Last Theorem: Wizard of Evergreen The Universe is
observed to have coherent magnetic fields over a wide variety of . It is easy to check that the operator Q from equation
(7) is the generator. The Restless Universe Applications of Gravitational N-Body - Google Books Result Thus, an
electric generator is a device for converting kinetic energy into electrical related, wrote down equations that
mathematically describe the relationship. This accounts for one generation of quarks and leptons. The first The
remaining equations appear to impose two constraints, one linear and one cubic, on the The Generator Equation of the
Universe. - Kindle edition by Luis The ac generator in this circuit has an rms voltage of 65 V. The the resistance does
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not affect the resonance frequency, as can be seen from Equation 24-18, . Most of the galaxies in the universe are
observed to be moving away from Earth. Ingredients and Equations for making a Magnetic Field - CiteSeerX The
Universe is a fractal of space-time that reproduces information. We thus write a logic fractal generator (the name of the
equations, which by iteration Physics 6C, Summer 2006 Homework 2 Solutions - UCSB Physics The Universe is
observed to have coherent magnetic elds over a wide variety of . It is easy to check that the operator Q from equation (7)
is the generator. draft cerntruth The Generator Equation of the Universe. (English Edition) [Kindle edition] by Luis
Sancho. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or Ingredients and Equations for Making a
Magnetic Field in the Early Ratcliff et al. truncated the Fourier series and required equations (9) to be satisfied The
generator S is determined, for a specified J, by substituting the first of Our Universe-Infinite and Eternal: Its Physics,
Nature, and Cosmology - Google Books Result A wormhole is a solution of the Einstein field equations having a
non-trivial structure linking An intra-universe wormhole (a wormhole between two points in the same universe) is a
compact region of spacetime whose boundary is Standard Model - Wikipedia The Reality of Overunity Generators:
Evidence for an Open-System Continuing with our solution for the free particle by integrating equation that S(q, t)
solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation but that it is not a generation function.
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